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Abstract
Self-attention network (SAN) can benefit significantly from the
bi-directional representation learning through unsupervised pre-
training paradigms such as BERT and XLNet. In this paper,
we present an XLNet-like pretraining scheme “Speech-XLNet”
to learn speech representations with self-attention networks
(SANs). Firstly, we find that by shuffling the speech frame or-
ders, Speech-XLNet serves as a strong regularizer which en-
courages the SAN network to make inferences by focusing
on global structures through its attention weights. Secondly,
Speech-XLNet also allows the model to explore bi-directional
context information while maintaining the autoregressive train-
ing manner. Visualization results show that our approach can
generalize better with more flattened and widely distributed op-
timas compared to the conventional approach. Experimental
results on TIMIT demonstrate that Speech-XLNet greatly im-
proves hybrid SAN/HMM in terms of both convergence speed
and recognition accuracy. Our best systems achieve a relative
improvement of 15.2% on the TIMIT task. Besides, we also
apply our pretrained model to an End-to-End SAN with WSJ
dataset and WER is reduced by up to 68% when only a few
hours of transcribed data is used.
Index Terms: speech recognition, self-attention, acoustic mod-
eling, unsupervised learning
1. Introduction
Recently, unsupervised representation learning paradigms such
as BERT [1], XLNet [2] have been highly successful for lan-
guage modeling with self-attention network (SAN) such as
transformer [3]. More specifically, SAN can benefit from the
bi-directional context representation learning through unsuper-
vised pretraining with large-scale unlabeled data before finetun-
ing with labeled data. For automatic speech recognition (ASR),
SANs have been introduced for acoustic modeling in either at-
tention framework (also known as speech transformer [4]) or
with CTC loss [5, 6].
Unsupervised speech representation learning has also been
investigated by learning to predict the future either in latent
space [7, 8] or real frames [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The pre-
trained networks are then used as feature extractors ahead of
various downstream tasks, such as speaker and phone recog-
nition [9, 10], emotion recognition [11] and speech recogni-
tion [7, 8, 12, 13]. Among those works, Autoregressive Predic-
tive Coding (APC) was first employed in [9] for speech recogni-
# Work done when the author was in Tencent AI Lab. * Corre-
sponding author.
tion, where an RNN-based model was pretrained in an autore-
gressive (AR) manner to encode temporal information of past
acoustic sequence. Wav2vec [7] proposed a multi-layer convo-
lutional neural network optimized via a noise contrastive binary
classification, which is also uni-directional. The constraints on
AR models are two-fold: 1) Because neighboring speech frames
are highly correlated, exploiting such local smoothness might
be already enough to predict next frames. Therefore, with-
out regularization, the pretraining process may have difficul-
ties in capturing global structures. 2) AR pretraining also suf-
fers from the lack of bi-directional context information which is
helpful in sequence-to-sequence tasks. Unlike left-to-right uni-
directional approaches that only consider past sequences, The
works of [8, 10, 13] proposed a BERT-like autoencoding (AE)
scheme to train a bi-directional speech representation model.
However, the zero-masked frames used by BERT during pre-
training are absent from real data in the finetuning process, thus
lead to a pretrain-finetune discrepancy [2]. Moreover, BERT as-
sumes that the predicted frames are independent of each other
given the unmasked frames, so it is unable to model the joint
probability distributions using the product rule as used in the
AR models [2].
Given the success of XLNet [2] in language modeling, in
this paper, we present “Speech-XLNet”, a permutation-based
AR acoustic model pretraining scheme for SANs. Instead of
using a fixed forward order as in AR models [7, 9, 11], Speech-
XLNet maximizes the expected log likelihood of a speech fea-
ture sequence with respect to all possible permutations of the
factorization order. We conjecture that by shuffling the frame
orders, the permutation helps to capture bi-directional contex-
tual information and global structures, leveraging the best of
both AE acoustic modeling and AR while avoiding their draw-
backs.
We evaluated the proposed method on two systems. For hy-
brid SAN/HMM, we reduce phone error rate (PER) from 15.1%
to 12.8% on TIMIT-test. For end-to-end (E2E) model, we ob-
tain relative word error rate reduction (WERR) from 68.3% to
8.5% on WSJ-eval92 when the amount of labeled WSJ-si284
increased from 7h to 81h. Besides, we also provide some vi-
sualizations to demonstrate the generalization properties of our
proposed method.
2. Related work
The most related work to this paper is XLNet [2]. Our scheme
is different from XLNet mainly in three aspects. 1) We don’t
use the next sentence prediction and segment recurrence mecha-
nism as mentioned in [2], both methods are used to extract long-
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distance dependencies across consecutive sentences. However,
in ASR datasets, different sentences are generally independent
of each other and have no contextual relationships. 2) We mask
and reconstruct speech frames rather than word tokens. In other
words, we adapt XLNet from a classification task to a regres-
sion task. 3) For more robust pretraining, instead of performing
permutation once during data preprocessing in original XLNet,
we adopt a dynamic permutation strategy where we regenerate
a permutation order every time a speech sequence is fed to the
trainer. Thus, we have effectively increased the amount of train-
ing data by using different permutation for every sequence fed
into each training epoch.
More recently, capturing bi-directional context information
for AR acoustic models has been explored in [12]. The au-
thors proposed an LSTM-based pretraining scheme, in which
the outputs of two LSTMs (one left-to-right and one right-
to-left) were concatenated to reconstruct the selected frames.
Because the two uni-directional LSTMs were independently
trained, forward and backward contexts cannot see each other
across different layers. The concatenated output thus can be
seen as a shallow bi-directional representation. On the other
hand, in “Speech-XLNet”, the forward and backward contexts
are jointly learned within a single model. Since left and right
content have access to each other, they are more integrated,
yielding a deeper bi-directional representation.
3. Speech-XLNet
The system overview of the proposed Speech-XLNet is shown
in Fig.1. The architectures of encoder and decoder are the
same as XLNet [2] and Transformer [3], respectively. The main
difference between the hybrid SAN/HMM and the end-to-end
SAN in the pretraining process is that the hybrid model does not
perform frame-stacking[14] on input features, this is because
we need to obtain frame-level alignments for downstream ASR
task in hybrid SAN/HMM.
Figure 1: Speech-XLNet system overview. The red arrow indi-
cates the back propagation path of the gradients.
3.1. Pretrain objective function
Different from the density estimation process in XLNet,
Speech-XLNet aims to “predict” the next acoustic frame.
Specifically, let OT be the set of all possible permutations of
a length-T frame sequence. Let O = [o1,o2, ...,oT ], ot and
o<t denote the t-th element and the first t − 1 elements of a
permutation O ∈ OT . The permutation acoustic modeling ob-
jective can be expressed as:
min
θ
Eo∼OT
[ T∑
t=1
L(ot, yˆt|o<t)
]
(1)
where θ denotes parameter set, yˆt|o<t is the predicted frame
given the previous frames of the permutation order o<t. In our
preliminary experiments, we found that both L1 and L2 loss fail
to converge due to permutation, thus we adopted the smooth
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) loss (Huber loss) as in [15] as our
pretraining loss, which is a combination of L1 and L2 losses as
given below:
L(ot, yˆt|o<t) =
{
1
2δ
(ot − yˆt|o<t)2, |ot − yˆt|o<t | < δ
|ot − yˆt|o<t | − δ2 , Otherwise
where δ is a scalar to balance the L1 and L2 losses. As θ is
shared across all orders inOT , ot can see all other frames ot′ 6=
ot via permutations, which encourages the model to learn bi-
directional contexts and longer span structures.
To reduce the optimization difficulty, we use similar setup
to [2], where only the last 20% of frames from the tail portion
of the permuted sequence are chosen to be predicted. Formally,
let T be the sequence length and e be the number of selected
frames. The objective function thus becomes:
min
θ
Eo∼OT
[ T∑
t=T−e+1
L(ot, yˆt|o<t)
]
(2)
3.2. Two-stream self-attention
Same as XLNet, the permutation is achieved via attention masks
while keeping the original sequence order. It introduces the am-
biguity in target prediction since the standard hidden represen-
tation does not have the information of which position it will
predict. This can be addressed by the target-aware represen-
tations via a two-stream attention mechanism [2], namely the
content stream and the query stream. The two streams of rep-
resentations are schematically updated with a shared set of pa-
rameters (Note that the query stream is only used in pretraining
and discarded during finetuning). Due to space limitations, the
details are omitted and interested readers can refer to [2].
4. Experiments and Analyses
Our model is implemented with PyTorch [16]. All the acoustic
features used in this paper are the 40-dimensional log-Mel fil-
terbanks extracted using Kaldi [17] with global cepstral mean
and variance normalization.
4.1. Hybrid ASR on TIMIT
The encoder used for hybrid SAN/HMM consists of a stack of
six self-attention blocks, with a per-block configuration of 8 at-
tention heads, the model dimension dmodel = 512 and feed-
forward inner-layer dimension dinner = 2048. Dropout and
Huber loss δ is set to 0.1 and 1.0, respectively. The network
is optimized using Adam [18] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,
 = 1e − 6 and a weight decay of 0.01. No delta or frame
stacking is used.
For pretraining, we use a pool of Librispeech [19], TED-
LIUM release2 [20] and the WSJ-si284 corpora. The network
was trained with a total of 1M steps with 115k warm-up steps
and a linear learning rate decay [1], which translates to a peak
learning rate of 6e − 4. The pretraining was conducted with a
batch size of 6000 frames and the model parameters were up-
dated with a gradient accumulation of 10 batches.
The pretrained SAN was then finetuned with Cross Entropy
(CE) loss under the hybrid SAN/HMM setup with a batch size
of 4000 frames. A total of 10k steps(nearly 40 epochs) were
conducted with 1k warm-up steps. Same hyper-parameters
were used for training the baseline SAN with randomly initial-
ized weights.
The frame-level alignments were obtained using the Kaldi
s5 recipe with a triphone GMM/HMM with 1936 senone clus-
ters. For decoding, a bigram phone language model trained on
the training data transcriptions was used.
Figure 2: PERs(%) on TIMIT dev-set.
The PER trend on the dev set is depicted in Fig.2. We can
clearly observe that the pretrained SAN converges much faster
than the one with randomly initialized weights at early epochs.
More importantly, the pretrained SAN also consistently outper-
forms the baseline system. We also present some PER com-
parisons with different hyper-parameter setups in Table 1. It is
well known that SANs are very sensitive to hyper-parameters.
Therefore, huge efforts have to be devoted to architecture engi-
neering and hyper-parameter tuning. This can also be seen in
Table 1 as different learning rates affect the PERs of the ran-
domly initialized SANs significantly. On the contrary, for pre-
trained SANs, the performance is much more stable.
Table 1: PER(%) comparison of different learning rates.
learning rate Randomly Init Speech-XLNet Pretrained
dev test dev test
3e-5 16.7 18.4 11.8 12.9 (29.9%1)
1e-4 14.7 16.8 11.8 12.8 (23.8%)
2e-4 14.5 16.1 12.0 13.0 (19.3%)
1e-3 13.2 15.1 12.0 13.1 (13.2%)
2e-3 diverge diverge 13.1 14.1 (∞)
With permutation-based pretraining, the attention weights
are more focused on learning global information. To validate
our conjectures, we visualized the attention scores of the last
self-attention block with different configurations in Fig.3. By
comparing Fig.3 (a) and Fig.3 (b), Some prior knowledge of
how to represent the data distribution has been clearly learned
by Speech-XLNet, which helps the subsequent finetune process
converge faster. Furthermore, at the end of training with ran-
domly initialized weights, the attention scores of all heads man-
ifest a clear diagonal pattern as shown in Fig.3 (c) , which means
only limited context around the current frame is explored. On
the other hand, it is interesting to note in Fig.3 (d), the attention
1Numbers inside parentheses are relative improvement over ran-
domly initialized weights with the same training hyper-parameter setup.
scores of the second head are all off-diagonal to a large margin
with fairly spread out probability distributions. This may in-
dicate that the attention distribution has learned some “global”
structures which is useful for the subsequent classification task.
Table 2: PER comparison with previous pretrain methods. We
approximate the number of parameters based on the description
in the previous studies.
Pretrain Method Pretrain Data Pretrain Params Dev/Test PER(%)
VQ-Wav2vec ([8]) libri (960h) 34M 15.34 / 17.78
RBM-DBN ([21]) timit (8h) ≈ 34.2M 15.90 / 16.80
Ours (Randomly Init) - 19.9M 13.20 / 15.10
Wav2vec ([7]) libri+wsj (1041h) 34M 12.90 / 14.70
Ours (Pretrained) libri+wsj+ted (1248h) 19.9M 11.70 / 12.80
VQ-Wav2vec+BERT ([8]) libri (960h) ≈ 71.8M 9.64 / 11.64
Lastly, we give a PER comparison with other approaches in
Table 2. Unsupervised pretraining can be traced back to deep
belief network (DBN) [22] proposed at the early adoption of
DNNs. DBN is a generative model built with stacks of restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs). By comparing the second and
third rows, our model outperforms RBM-based method even
without pretraining. We also gather the recently published PERs
in the last three rows. Our pretraining method achieves the PER
of 12.8%, which is a comparable performance with state-of-the-
art result (Although we use 288 hours more data for pretrain-
ing, the encoder parameters used in VQ-Wav2vec+BERT [8]
are nearly four times than ours).
4.2. End-to-End transformer ASR on WSJ
We further adapt Speech-XLNet to the transformer-based sys-
tem to study the impact of “Speech-XLNet” for end-to-end
ASR.
The transformer contains 12 encoder blocks and 6 decoder
blocks. Each block has four attention heads and the model di-
mension dmodel is 256. dinner is set to 2048 (More details of
decoder block can be found in [3]). The output alphabet of tar-
get text consists of 32 classes, including 26 uppercase letters,
apostrophe, period, space, unknown token, sentence start and
end tokens.
During both pretraining and finetuning process, three con-
secutive frames are stacked followed by a frame-skipping rate
of three. Adam [18] optimizer (β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98,
 = 1e− 9) is used to train our model for a total of 420k steps
with a batch size of 10000 frames. We find that the encoder-
decoder architecture cannot converge with a linear learning rate
decay thus we use the same schedule as described in [3]:
lrate = k ∗ d0.5model ∗min(n−0.5, n ∗ warmup−1.5n ) (3)
where n is the step number. We choose warmupn = 140000
for all experiments. We set dropout = 0.1, k = 2 for pretrain-
ing and dropout = 0.2, k = 11 for finetuning. Our baseline
model was trained from scratch with the same setups as in the
finetuning process. In order to do evaluation, we average the
last ten models with the lowest loss on validation set. The beam
search is carried out with a beam size of 15 and length penalty
of 0.6. Language model was not used during decoding.
To study the impacts of the pretraining with respect to the
varying amount of labeled training data available, we train the
model with reduced amount of WSJ-si284 and report WERs
from 5 of our settings: 1) the SCRATCH where we train the
(a) Randomly initialized weights, start of training2
(c) Randomly initialized weights, end of training2
(b) Speech-XLNet pretrained weights, start of finetuning2
(d) Speech-XLNet pretrained weights, end of finetuning2
Figure 3: Plots of attention scores of the last self-attention block for a TIMIT sentence “FEDW0-SX364”.
baseline E2E model with randomly initialized weights. 2) WSJ-
Perm and 3) LIBRI-Perm where we use 81h WSJ-si284 and
960h Librispeech to pretrain the encoder with “Speech-XLNet”
and then fintune it with additional decoder. 4) WSJ-NoPerm
and 5) LIBRI-NoPerm where we discard permutation during
pretraining, which can be roughly seen as uni-directional au-
toregressive models.
The performance comparison of different methods is shown
in Table 3, from which 4 conclusions can be deduced. 1) Sim-
ilar to the hybrid task, finetuning with Speech-XLNet consis-
tently outperforms the network trained from scratch. 2) The
smaller amount of labelled data for downstream ASR task, the
bigger improvement is achieved. 3) Downstream ASR process
can benefit from more unsupervised pretraining data as LIBRI-
Perm outperforms WSJ-Perm. 4) Permutaion procedure helps
to capture bi-directional context information as WSJ-Perm out-
performs WSJ-NoPerm and LIBRI-Perm outperforms LIBRI-
NoPerm for all cases. More interestingly, with 14h and 81h of
labels available, WSJ-Perm even outperforms LIBRI-NoPerm
that uses 879 hours more data for pretraining, indicating the ad-
vantages of the permutation-based pretraining.
Table 3: WER(%) on eval92 across different amount of si284.
7h 14h 30h 81h
SCRATCH 96.07 30.43 18.08 13.70
WSJ-NoPerm 33.01(65.6%1) 22.4(26.4%) 16.16(10.6%) 13.11(4.3%)
WSJ-Perm 31.92(66.8%) 22.2(27.0%) 15.97(11.7%) 12.87(6.1%)
LIBRI-NoPerm 30.85(67.9%) 22.65(25.6%) 15.81(12.6%) 13.17(3.9%)
LIBRI-Perm 30.43(68.3%) 21.9(28.0%) 15.7(13.2%) 12.53(8.5%)
To understand why the model pretrained by Speech-XLNet
tends to have better generalization capability on unseen test-set,
we further inspect the loss landscapes of the model with or with-
out Speech-XLNet pretraining. Previous researches [23, 24]
show that the flatness and wideness of a local optimum highly
correlate with the generalization capability, i.e., more flattened
optima lead to better generalization. This inspires us to visual-
ize the local optima as defined in [24]. Formally, let θ0 denote
the initialized parameters. For finetuning, θ0 represents the pre-
trained parameters. For training from scratch, θ0 represents the
randomly initialized parameters. After finetuning, the model
parameters are updated to θ1. The loss curve aims to quantify
the loss values along the optimization direction (i.e., from θ0 to
θ1). The loss curve function f(α) is defined as a linear interpo-
lation of θ0 and θ1:
f(α) = J (θ0 + α · δ) (4)
where α is a scalar parameter, δ = θ1 − θ0 is the optimization
direction, and J (θ) is the loss function under the model param-
eters θ. In our experiments, we set the range of α to [4, 4] and
sample 40 points for each axis. Note that we only consider the
pretraining related parameters in θ0 and θ1, so δ only indicates
the updates of the original Speech-XLNet encoder parameters,
i.e., the effect of the transformer decoder layers is eliminated by
freezing their parameters.
As shown in Fig.4, the optima of finetuning are more flat-
tened and widely distributed around α = 1, which indicates
Speech-XLNet does help the model to generalize better.
Figure 4: Loss landscapes on eval92, the optima of training
from scratch are sharper than finetuning.
5. Conclusions and Discussions
In this work, we present Speech-XLNet for unsupervised
speech representation learning of self-attention networks
(SANs). The effectiveness of our method was evaluated on
both hybrid SAN/HMM and transformer-based E2E systems.
Experiments demonstrate that with permutation-based pretrain-
ing, the SANs tend to focus on more global information and
bi-directional context with a faster convergence speed. Further-
more, we show that our pretraining method helps to generalize
better with wider and more flattened optimas. For futher work,
we will evaluate the proposed Speech-XLNet on industry-level
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) with
tens of thousands hours of data. Moreover, “Speech-XLNet”
is also quite appealing for various other scenarios where the
amount of labelled data is limited. For example, for code-
switching ASR [25], we can pretrain the model with a pool of
large amount of mono-lingual data of all target languages and
finetune it with the limited code-switching data.
2We omit the remaining four heads as they have the same trend.
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